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GUIDELINES FOR IPV VISION MAPPING TOOL™ 

STEP 1 - In the Center Box, write in your Most Important Dream. Use specifics and details of 
how you want to see yourself in the future. Include information on: 
 
 WHO you want to become 
 WHAT you want to obtain or accomplish 
 WHEN you want to receive it 
 HOW it will affect you financially, socially, physically and mentally 
 
STEP 2 - From the dream, write in 4 of your greatest strengths related to dream beginning with 
#1 being the greatest strength you possess. In choosing your strengths, consider the following 
questions and what strengths typically arise from you in each: 
 
 How do I respond to challenges? 
 How do I treat others? 
 What do I typically do to succeed in life or business? 
 What gifts or talents do I LOVE to exhibit or demonstrate personally or professionally? 
 What do people often say about me in a positive light? 
  
STEP 3 - From each strength, develop a list of your past experiences and present affiliations or 
resources which have developed you in each of the 4 strengths (abbreviate and use the lined 
boxes for additional notes)  
 
 Credentials – Certifications, College Degrees, Training, etc. 
 Resources – Connections, Education, Online Sources, Tools, Efficiencies, Finances, etc. 

Successes – Awards, Personal & Professional Accomplishments or Wins, etc. 
Goals – Specific areas you need to work on to refine that strength in order to reach your 
Most Important Dream 

 
STEP 4 - In the bottom yellow box at the bottom, write in your completed Vision Statement 
based on this exercise & beginning with "I AM"  

VISION = A precise and clearly defined goal which identifies the future outcome 

desired. 
 

TIP #1 - The more specific you are in creating details and goals along with deadlines and 
accountability, the more likely you are to see your vision come to fruition. 

TIP #2 – A well written vision statement is ALWAYS in present tense, it should intimidate you 
but also excite you all at the same time. 

 
Feel free to work this out directly on the tool or on a separate word document. 

Once it is written, keep it in front of you and align your schedule & decisions with it. 
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